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 A service based company that is focused on 
assisting livestock producers in reducing risk 
by incorporating knowledge of regulations 
and agronomics in order to facilitate 
environmental compliance of the operation 
and maximize the utilization of their manure 
resources.  



 Bringing Value back to the operation and it’s 
customers by efficiently utilizing Manure and 
Wastewater resources whether on their own 
farm or their customer’s farms. This is the one 
place in compliance that can create revenue 
on an operation



 Determine what their product(s) are
 Determine Net Value
 Strategize/recommend each products best use
 Facilitate best economic return from each product
 Develop marketing programs if it is the best fit.  
 Third party information for product applications



 Manure Value
 Cost components
 Product determination
 Best Use….
 Marketing programs
 Logistics



 Fertilizer

 Pollutants

 Storage



 Agronomics
 Economics
 Environmental

 Right Product
 Right Place
 Right Rate
 Right Time
= Clean Water, Highest 

Yields and Most Profit





 Lots of samples
 Evaluate variability
 Product Education and Separation





 Commercial Fertilizer Value

 Productivity & Profitability

 Premiums

 Discounts

 What is the need?



 Distance

 Cost of Transport and Application 

 Logistics
 Application Rates

 Processing



 Now we know products- what do we do with them?
 What is the best economic return from each product?

 Can producer use them on their own farm?
-Where, when, how?

 Do we need to export nutrients?
 Can products be used for strategic trades?
 Does producer want to market products
 Does it makes sense to modify the product?
 Is there a need for an outside broker?







 Provide Quality 3rd party application 
information to both sides of transaction
 Regardless of end use or user
 Presentations and Meetings
 Trusted Advisors
 Nutrient Budgeting
 Nutrient Analysis and Value
 Confidence in quantity



 Marketing
 Advertising
 Meeting with customers
 Traditional Agronomy Sales
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